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= 12 + 9 + 12
TBD = 73


















RVcon = [ 1  2  4  5  10 11 13 14 ;
 2  3  5  6  11 12 14 15 ;
 ... ]






















































iterations to optimize jacobians



























































 bF = 1 ?
NOnext face of the Shell














































7 -4 5 6
8  0 0 0


















Nlcv = 2 3 3 4























































































































































points in P cAi
Ai1,Ai2
selects 2 sets of four sample points





























Ns abs. value of
adm. error Eadm
fs0732_SampleP




















selects 2 sets in
each direction of
four sample points3rd derivativeestimation with h












insertion of nodes to
comply with (2 x sDu)
An,Xn,Bn=0


























































refines if required to get



































































if all conditions are met,
flips the current line to
the alternative
conn
REMOVAL OF SMALL LINES: loop on lines
uc1906_RLtri
representative length of the



























































































TV of all elements with




Ea updated if belongs
to [NE-1,NE]












V  = non-void 
spans limits
im0155_untrimTets
NR = No. spans     
x (2 x degree + 1)
nwa = (NR-1.8)/0.9






0.33 L 0.25 L 0.20 L
im0156_knotBias
nca = nwa x 2































































finds: Pp: closest location
sdmin: min distance

































 3  (14,3)
 6  (0,3)






















































































































eTHC onto face of tet
mpS(1)==3









































































































new node lying outside
































loop on patch skins
Spatches.INS(1).skin.mTVcon









loop on boudary entities of the patch
r3019_skin































(no patches are to be selected)
pg3070_patchGP
Gauss points of the patch
PB_path_Callback Calculates stresses and displacements at
paths defined by the user. Paths must lie
onto the surface of the patches
BLOCKS DIAGRAM 13
